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Abstract— Now-a-days in huge masses have socialized media 

in order to have a discussion. The platform is an Enormous 

space where people can communicate and share individual 

belief influencing any aspect of life purpose of sales and 

interact .Monitoring irrelevant discussions is the best way to 

understand the loyalty of users by keeping the record of their 

day to day posts. Lot of defamatory peoples use discussion 

platform for illegal purposes by posting irrelevant texts in 

form of text, video, images and exchange them online with 

other users. The law imposition agencies are searching for 

solutions to catch such irrelevant data that are in the form of 

text for criminal investigation. Usually data stored in 

discussion forums are in the form of text, so the proposed 

system will emphasize only on text posts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Masses in their day to day life   are using forums as way of 

conversation. Many humans use suspicious words for 

chatting. These texts can be unauthorized or authorized as the 

particular framework. Our framework will pave the way for 

all the divisions to suspect the illegal 

Texts as their norms and conditions. For Example, 

in disaster management system the word “flood-affected” is 

The suspicious word declare by admin then if the word flood-

affected occurs three times our system will block the account 

of the user for day by maintaining the database of usernames 

and word used by user for research purpose. This framework 

will study online data and will categorize the data in vivid 

groups and scan word- by- word whether the texts are 

suspicious or not, whether the entire post is authorized or 

unauthorized. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Facts and finding is the crucial activity in computer 

programing from the feasibility study to the verge of 

performance and review. Although facts and finding is during 

analysis stage which is for cogent design and materialistic 

design to final performance, the most crucial part is during 

analysis.[5]The facts and finding explain about what the 

existing system does and what the issue. Beside make 

analysis for existing framework, which is similar to the idea, 

facts and finding also could be done by journal, write up or 

study case. The research could be done from internet, library 

or at the college.[3] 

Moreover the current monitoring is going to be 

much more efficient that this one providing the reasons that 

the answer Would be arranged by that maximum views on the 

highest priority and lowest view being on least priority. This 

would make the answer view more precious and efficient for 

the user.[6] 

III. ORGANIZATION 

We are implementing the forum where user can ask quires, 

perhaps the forum page is going to be the upper left corner of 

the page will show the website name and the upper- right 

corner will show the login tab and signup tab and the admin 

division tab. Below the name of website there is a bar that 

consist of the category uploads that is, various programing 

languages about which the discussion is going to be, that 

includes Database, CSS, php , JQuerry, c++, java script,  java, 

Bootstrap. Now on clicking to the admin section button we 

come across the admin login page wherein he has specific 

authorization to verify the replies. After the admin section 

button there comes the signup tab in which user has to register 

him/her to the forum by adding his/her credentials as asked. 

The signup page has the following information asked, first 

name, middle name, last name, e-mail, password, address, 

Mobile No, city. User has to fill it up and submit it, and so 

he/she will now be able to login to the forum, and will have 

the liberty to post the answers in the forum. After signing up 

to the forum user has to login him/her to perform other 

activities. In order to login user has to enter e-mail and 

passcode that he/she has given at the time of registration.  

When an admin login into the forum the upper right 

corner has the greeting tab saying “Hello Admin”. Moreover 

it has the list on left hand side of the window that has the 

contents namely Dashboard, Category Library Upload, User 

approval, Spam Forum Q&A, Suspicious Forum Q&A. Now 

the rest of the window has the special blocks of Category 

Library Upload, User approval, Spam Forum Q&A, 

Suspicious Forum Q&A. There will be a category selection 

field in Category Library Upload where admin has to select 

the category of language whose keyword admin wishes to 

add. Then the keyword has to be added into the field that asks 

to add library word and then go to the submit button, in this 

way the keyword will be added to the library of specific 

language. Now in User acceptance window there will be the 

list of users with their details and approve button to approve 

that user. Then comes Spam Forum Q&A that has the table 

which displays Questions, Ask by, category, and Time. Then 

by visiting on the question there will be the accepted and 

Delete tab. Then there is Suspicious Forum Q&A that has the 

table which displays queries, Ask by, category, and Time. 

Then by visiting on the question there will be the Approve 

and Delete tab. 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 

There are two modules named as admin module and user 

module. These modules monitor the forum on their own 

respective basis depending on the user that is going to use it. 

As an example the user will register him/her on the forum and 

will use his/her liberty on the forum. Liberties include 

uploading the question on the forum, answering the 

questions; rate the answers that are being uploaded by other 

users, mark the answers as spam if it is irrelevant. On the 
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other hand the admin module has will have comparatively 

much more authorities than user; his authorities comprise of 

blocking the user, approving the answers of the users. 

A. Admin Module 

The Administrator would login into the forum for legal rights 

to perform. The administrator after logging in would come 

across a few sections named as Category Library Upload, 

User approval, Spam Forum Q&A, Suspicious Forum Q&A. 

 
Fig. 1: Admin Panel 

B. User Module 

User will visit a forums website and has to give his 

information for the forum first. This page has the a few 

information to be entered, first name, middle name, last name, 

mail-id, passcode, address, Mobile No, city. User has to fill it 

up and submit it, and so he/she will now be able to login to 

the web application, and have the independence to type the 

answers in the web application. 

After sign in up to the forum user has to login 

him/her to perform other tasks. In order to login user has to 

enter mail-in and password that he/she has given at the 

duration of registration. The viewer has visited the web 

application to comprehend the reviews of a person for 

appropriate question or to ask a question on the Forum or to 

answer any of the asked questions by some other person. 

Then he selects the category alternative that comprise, on 

what topic the search is going to be done that is HTML, java, 

etc. The question will be viewed about to it. Then the 

algorithm for detecting the spacious answers will be executed 

internally and the user will get all the arranged answer 

depending upon the greatest like for it. If viewer giver an 

irrelevant reply then the algorithm will discard it 

automatically or if any other user thinks that the answer in not 

as what has been asked then other user can mark it as spam. 

 
Fig. 2: User Panel 

V. CONCLUSION 

The Socialized media are affecting human life. Hence this 

system successfully detects the suspicious texts from chats 

and prevents the suspicious tasks. Data mining technology 

used for detect irrelevant words from discussion forum. 

The web application has the online question and 

answer schema, moreover the irrelevant answers uploaded by 

user will be disapproved along with the help of data mining 

algorithmic rules and by viewer and the appropriate viewer 

will be blocked by administrator. 

The web application will form the order according 

to the precedence the answer based on of the thumbs up given 

by other users; however the admin will also be having the 

track of the entire registered user with their details and the 

questions uploaded by them. The forum will help in 

discarding the irrelevant data reducing the work load of 

admin resulting is successful management of the question. 
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